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E X P E R I E N C E
A Guide for all Tonya Lynn Studios Seniors

H A I R + M A K E U P | Why it’s Worth It
Additionally, I highly recommend all of my senior clients invest professional
hair and makeup. If it is in your budget, hiring a professional for your hair
and makeup will make a drastic difference in the quality of your photos and
senior portrait experience. You are already making a large investment in
your senior portrait experience, so why not make it the best it can be?!
So, why exactly is it so important?
1. T H E Y A R E T R A I N E D P RO F E S S I O NA L S
When you are investing in a professional photographer, you want to
make sure that the images look their absolute best. Professional hair +
makeup artists are TRAINED to do hair + makeup so that they photograph well. While your makeup may look AMAZING in person, it will
look completely different on-camera, and these professionals are trained
to know the difference! They will conceal spots you don’t like, contour
your face so it looks the best in every light, use colors that compliment
your skin to make it look flawless, make your eyes POP with false lashes
+ shadows, manicure your eyebrows to perfection and more!
2. LESS STRESS
Preparing for a senior portrait session is stressful in and of itself. Trying
to do your hair + makeup by yourself can make things ever harder.
Professional camera equipment is designed to pick up every little detail
in an image (even details that the eye can’t see) so hiring a professional
makeup artist is the best way to go.
3 . W H O D O E S N ’ T L I K E B E I N G PA M P E R E D ! ?
I don’t ever want my seniors to feel like their portrait session is just
simply “taking pictures”, I want it to be an EXPERIENCE. So, if my
seniors arrive after an hour of being pampered + beautified, the entire
experience has already started on a good note! If a senior arrives frustrated or stressed, it can affect the entire experience, including the way
you look in photographs!

THANK YOU!
Last, but certainly not least, THANK YOU for trusting us with
capturing such a special season of your life.. The TLS Team is so
honored to be the ones capturing your memories, and we cannot
WAIT to celebrate alongside of you! As you continue to plan for
your sesson, please feel free to contact me with ANY questions
you may have along the way! We can’t wait to get to know you!
You’ll receive an online questionnaire that will provide me with
everything I need to know, as well as planning a consultation either in person or over facetime to discuss your session in detail. I
hope this guide has been helpful as you continue to plan and prepare for senior session!
Love, The Tonya Lynn Studios Team

